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Report on the Visit to the Evergreen State College
Olympia, Washington

May, 1974

By Warren Greeley, Ed Traverso, Eleanor Otlewski
Unified Studies Program

t - IxflOOOK7rOdt 

r+nr Fresstrom State Colley* was f*wnehrd an lcrislrtiivw iwfceato As In 

innovative callaye which wes to :++ fleriAle. *Ryon to eeMnoo. ard f:w fron 

rigid traditional structures. In 1011, after a year of nlanufine ry the 

faculty sentw•s, the new callarr. totally organi:eece on an interdisciMinary 

no0.1. evened. Po droartrents wre asta'listew+. no arer+s of Tare+arvort 

authority Barr created. Peens are drawn Iron the facult•" an4 retur' to 

the faulty after three years. Thera is no acoOr'ie rank or tenure. "11 

Mes to remain .flexille, on the theory that change is vital to an irseitution 

that perceives aeuvetien as growth and ci velorr'ont. Nerereen is waat it 

teaches. without vested interests or a rre+er elite trth faculty one stue+snts 



are free to pursue fundawántal questions facing our society, using all 

.posalbla approach.., lny~ataosphere of trust and respect for-others. The 

far t, a tri kl nq fi rs t impression of vi si ton is this open, non- threa teni nag ' 

a tsmwphere. Givet emphasis is placed on sel rmo ti ve ti on within a commun 

ley of scholars, who wish to share their knowleego and skills. There is 

no grading, no direct penalty for not working, but a sense of responsibility 

to one's group and oneself keeps most *members of the community hi vhl m.' ! nom 

volved in their work. Students from the program often suggest, design, 

and carry out much of the Implementation of succeeding program. Some 

concern is expressed about 'the fvmgrhrèen Syndrome," a feeling of general 

disorientation which strikes some younger students in their first yier 

as they sake the transition frog wholly externally-directed and motivated 

to mare or leas self-aotivat d lem4rning. Yet the students themselves 

seem aware of their own ability to accept this freedom and responsibility, 

and those who cannot adjust, select themselves out to non-traditional 

colleges, often to return to fwrgreen later when their own goals and 

sell-confidence are more firmly established. 

rr - COARDINATSD STDDr&S PROGRAMS .(the model foi' our Unified Studies 

 Program) are the major unit of the school's academic structure. Group, 

of five faculty and one hundred students join together for a one year 

study of a Particular topic.' These program are either Basic, open tr4 

all students, or Advanced, with specific prerequisites. Basic program 

for 1971-7/vere Nature and Society; A Scientific Approach, A matter elf 

Survi val ? icology In Transition; Pan and Nature; Ths Ind, vi dual in Con-

temporary Society; Oamocracy and Tyranny: r'ords, Sounds, and bwgei, 



form and Function, and Native American Studies. Advanced programs were 

Netter And +lotion; The geology of Pollution; Power and Personal Vulner-

ability, Pseud and Jump An Appcbach to the Humanities, Dreams and Poetry, 

and America's Nusic. (Deteiled descriptions of these program aopear in 

the rvergreen State College 1974-75 Bulleetn, available in the Unified 

Studiea Resource Pile.) 

Topics for Coordinated Studies Programs are subed tte4 by interested 

faculty, and sometimes by groups of students, in the Fall semester each 

year. Prom the topics submitted the deansŒ in consultation with the faculty,

choose those tupics'whiah will best serve the general academic needs of 

 the student body being sure that the disciplines which'bear on the theme 

of a Coordinated Studies Program are represented, that advanced sequences 

to basic programs are available, the areas neglected in one year will' be 

filled in the next, .to allow both continuity And sufficient change. Tt 

is possible for a program to run for only one or two quarters, but most 

are scheduled for a full acedemid'year. 

Once topics have been chosen and a coordinator selected (usually the 

faculty member who submitted the original proposal) other faculty members 

are assigned to the team, according to the program's needs for representa- 

tion from different disciplines. hi Weft, wholly new teaching teams 

are formed each year, so that faculty eventually have the opportunity to. 

work with all other faculty mushrrs and to share the knowledge and skills 

of all different disciplines. The administrative responsibility of over- 

seeing the different programs is divided among six deans. Yet each program 

is autonomous and retains full control over its budgets and facilities 



ad well as content and structure. 

Program planning IA initiated in the winter and erring, with basic 

program components designated, reading lists for coordinated seminars 

drawn gp and various content options. determined by the middle of spring 

semester. At that time, program descriptions are made avrilable for student 

registration, and "The Living Catalog," a videotape of faculty teams dia- 

cussing their projected programs, is prepared to assist students in making 

their choices. Suggested sequences of programs are also made along dis-

ciplinary lines, to aid thee* students who wish tc retain a clear discip-

linary focus in their integrated work. Students are registered for programs, 

aif  for the school itself, on a first come basis. In this way students are 

evenly distributed among all programs. 

At present, program planning is interrupted during the summer, al-

though this-school has applied for grant money to cover a summer planning 

period. In September the faculty return three weeks before classes start 

to finish detailed planning. 

?he program begins for students with a one week orientation period 

in which all program members go to am off-campus retreat location (usually 

a camp) to develop a sense of community within the program and to begin 

to share knowledge and skills. Students, faculty and, administrators all 

emphasised the importance of this team-building period to the success of 

a program. Once firm commitment to and trust in other members of the group 

is established, the group's learning goals and the msans'of achieving them 

are mom easily defind, and it became* bas likely that people will not 

do their share or will pull back fror the group's work along the way. "e 



have decided to incorporate a shorter two - three day retreat, with specific 

teas-building components, into our program. 

The need for this sense of community is also recognised administra- 

lively at Evergreen in the. assigning of fez:111 jes Co a program. Bach 

year the new program faculty are assigned adjoining offices in an area 

which also includes the seminar rooms, a lecture room, and student lounge 

space for'the program,  This encourages constant informal sharing and ex-

change of ideas with learning seen u a continual and on going process 

rather than something that takes place in a closed off, two hour segment 

of time. The library and media services are also housed in the same build-

ing, so that resources are easily available. 

within thu program twentestudents are represented by one faculty 

advocate who supervises their'work for the year, prepares their evalue-

tions, advises them, etc., this close personal contact is a major factor 

in helping students to define and meet personal learning goals and to find 

a clear direction for their study. These twenty students meet with their 

faculty advocate in their coordinated studies seminars, where the weekly 

program of lecture and reading materiel is discussed. The whole coordin-

ate studies group joins for weekly Iecture and media presentations, and • 

students select from a variety of other seminars offered by the other 

members bf the program's faculty team in more specialised interest areas. 

Field work experienóes are also reliable. Again, the structure itself 

is very similar to our unified Studies design. 

The philosophy of change that underlies the school informs the 

partiçular programe as well. Schedules change, topics are redofined, 



semivowels a altered, re enre cungenial.aseting places are found constantly. 

it is fur this reason that the official Bulletin describes only the pro-

grams that wore offered for the past year, not those !mina designed for 

the cooing year. Student feedback on a daily and weekly basis through-

out the program period provides significant alter.Çton in the design and 

allows for real student' participation in roals and planning. In a sense 

the success of ail Coordinated Studies Programs is thus assured, since 

any aspect of the projram vhich'is not working, nor aiding in the real= 

isation of group ¡red individual learning ovals, is altered until it does. 

Unfortunately th, necessity'of gaining prior approval for ourr'detailed 

program design from many departments and committees at BSC with specific 

course enuivalencies suggested will eliminate much of this flexibility 

which would be so ideal in our Unified Studies Program. 

' Ent extremely important feature of the Evergreen Coordinated Studies 

Program is the weekly faculty seminar. Because the college is totallq 

interdisciplinary in philosophy, a secondary goal appears to be the creation 

of true lnterdisciplinariana. Rather than merely having each faculty 

member present his area of expertise to the students, a real effort is 

ande'to share each individual's disciplinary approach with the other members 

of the team, so that the maxiaam cross-fertilisation can take place. Thus 

the literature representative in the Drama and Poetry program learned the 

tools of dream interpretation from the peycholggisë and thepsychologist 

learned Kiddie English in their study of Chaucer's dream vision poetry. 

The advantages of this approach are not only the intellectual stimulation 

of new methods and approaches drawn from other disciplines, but also a 



better understanding of the learning process itself, as faculty, as well 

as students, share in it. Students are indeed to observe the faculti; 

seminars, where they can see this cooperation and show of skills towarr' 

the understanding of particular scholarly problems. The sense of a true 

learning community is fostered here. 

A aeoa,dsy advantage of the faculty seminar ii that rose faculty 

have had a chance to shale their ideas with their colleagues. They are 

better able to step, back and really listen to and guide, the students' 

learning in the Coordinated Studies Seminarp. 'rain, the importance o1' 

this program feature was stressed by everyone.ve talked to at Evergreen 

and we have decided to incorporate a faculty seminar into our program 

structure. 

During our stay at Evergiven we visited several different Coordinated 

Studies programs, attending different program components and talking with

sang faculty and students. Sane of t1`,e strengths end weaknesses they sew 

in the overall proven design'were as follows: 

1. The constant turnover of tease prevents stagnation, but a 

yearly rotation may place too heavy a burden on the faculty. many 

faculty expressed the difficulty'of designing a new program while teach

ing another for the first time and felt that repeating programe a 

second year would allow new programs to be designed during the second 

year of the old progras, after the problems were    worked out. 

2. The interdisciplinary approach demands a great deal of energy 

from the faculty who need some time to return to their own specialities 

and renew thess.3vea. (At Evergreen this is provided to some extent by 

https://everyone.ve


the Group Ccntract.and Individual Contract described below.) 

3. Both'faculty and students serene the need for a outwear 

outside oohs program who could provide a detached listening poet 

and provide objective advice for infra-program problere. At ?vergreen 

the deans were much trusted ande trem d to fill this function adequately. e

4. Students saw close personal contact and attention to helping . 

students learn to become self directed and motivated as essential ingred-

ients Of Basic programs, and some had designed a Basic program around • 

these spepitie criteria. 

S. A strong Coordinated Studies Program  provides a total•xperience 

for the students involved. While scheduled contract hours are roughly 

equivalent to those'of a traditional program, the students we spoke to 

all spent most of their time on program activities. Most students spent 

the full-day, every day on campus, and attended evening activities as well. 

The time spent appeared to be purposeful (music is a serious side interest 

for Reny Evergreen students). No one hung around the cafeteria. This 

was moat impressive in a school which allows- so such freedom from a 

traditional schedule. 

6. The Coordinated Studies Program which seemed moet,successful 

were those which had clear objectives. Participants  were able to better 

.focus their own energies when they had a clear understanding of over-

all goals and direction. Our own sense of the need for a strong unify-

ing them was reinforced by this observation. 



Several alternatives to the Coordinated Stuffier Progreris also exist 

at Evergreen. Group Contracts of twenty students tó one faculty (or 

forty to two faculty) can take place for one, two or three Inertera, and 

allow a more specialised focus. Often a Coordinated Studies Program 

wilj, in its third quarter, break intó several Grown Contracts as people 

' move out Trot the pursuit of • particular disciplinary objective. most 

Group Contracts are proposed and selected in the tell, in. the saran canner 

as Coordinated Studies Program,. 

Individual Contracts can also be drawn up leb.ien:a. student and a 

faculty aamberfor one to three quarters of work. This allows the student 

a high degree of sp. ialixation. Same faculty members will have only 

Individdal,Contrecta fora year, while others Will take on one or tpo in 

their specialities in addition to their Coordinated Studies Or Group' 

Contract Pork. Often individual Contracts are negotiated in conjunction 

with field work and alar a portion are student's career to be spent 

in an Off-campus pursuit. Other members of the college staff can also 

negotiate individual Contract", so that a student sight spend é quarter 

gaining practical experience in the ooiuiseling office, for, example. 

Podules have recently been institute?.as a means of.providing a 

disciplinary skills component pp other programs. 4 six week disciplinary 

Ivodude can be taken in conjunction with any of the other programs, with 

the student negotiating to spend a specified portion of his time working 

within the module. beginning newt year a. student cosy also choose to, 

. and/or be advised to, spend a portion of his time working at the Learning 

Resource Centarewbere tools are available for developing basic reading 

https://institute?.as


and writing skills. Some skills vorkshormi have been incorporatedinto 

Coordinated studies Programs, but this a not a constant feature. 

Students nay change two one Coordinated studies Program to another 

or to a Oroôp or Individual Contract at any point with the =want of 

'the faculty involved. Credit ie assigned on the basis of tine eboth!ln 

the 'wogs's.. 

EVALWITON 

No grades are given at tveryreen. Credit is given for completion

of the work of a program, partial credit for pattial.cornleticaL At 

the end of each psnyranor contract students writ, an evaluation of their 

own work, detailing what they did within the proyraw./ The faculty sponsor 

also writes a detailed evaluation of the student's work anon suggests 

various traditional courier, for which eoulvalent.cedit might be given, 

in case the student twisters or needs to:al:pig credits towards graduate 

' school or sons other epecialiterfprograe. fronearints consist of escernte 

fray all of a student's evaluations. 

All student, als o'evluats their faculty snonmors, Wills the sponsors' 

write self-evaluation of their work.in'partiguiar programs. These eval-

lotions are then discussed by the tool:1,41p involved.  This evaluation 

process is gander:6d in a pteliminary way at several points in the program, 

but only the final evaluation letter's, after the program is caípieted, 

became part or the student's and faculty remberfa  permanent  filer. This 

dialoglliallOWsphange and improvement on both sides, and therm appears 

to Litt/4 disagreement over tier final evaluation report. Evergreen 

tries to pronto learning bared on trust end openness, and evaluation 

letters are not used as a threat  to force people to learn.. • 



Based on our observation at Evergreen, we have decided to supplement 

'the grading 'tx(nt,racts in our'program des  ign with evaluation letters; to 

be written Prallin.arrily  at the end of the .first month's case study, and 

SA a final fore nt ilie end of the sereeter. • This' iholLid give the students 

MOM, meaningful feedback Wry grades *lamb and soften the big club effect 

igtagraciiIng.mystrim: 

The name evaluationproéess gate on between the, fa0.itt, and the ad- 

ninietretion, with letters evaluating Animalf and the ether, and a dialogue 

oh all 'letters. One of put;teem'remBers sat in on â faculty-dean evaluation 

l;ftlitil and was again impressed by the open communication that took placei. 

/hi 1.094 "4111 1011 sags in Whit* the *PA" i4,firitgh obuld be' improved, but 

the Writ was riot one of negative eilticismi. Some of the general prpb- 

leer !seen  wore thet,1,4eltn, wore 'aitildr4 too hai'd and 'pendent t* set 

ejraironei Limits to Pieirent getting leirnekretxt, that both et+nts 

and facuitg"eust learn to *ire reelintio goaló and avoid projetta that 

-are too eebitiones that:thre is 11 danger eiF guilt 1-enlacing fear And 

;Praise as activations ;since one's expectettioui of eneeelf arte.'glinarally , . 

greater than those held bg other*: these ate iiobleing that will•-iilso ' 

have. to' *FAO out for in the 'Unified Studies nte9rtub• tat both the 'dean 

and'the facid0 isembers exorieesed 'the" idee that as tin; members of the - 

Bverygen-Commonitglhavit becdee mire oomfortable, 'they are better able 

faandnlmt their own strengthCand, Weakriesses, toaccpt tbei strengths 

pr other* vid their limits in a ,nom-ibifeniriVe Iveg-, and t4144.1.1y 

u“ .4tach peieon's talents In the Nest j;tefhrttive veg. 

https://t4144.1.1y


III - EDUCATIONAL SUPPort Services

At Evergreen, educational services required by all programs were 

most efficiently conducted  in one center. We will atter'pt to incorporate 

these services into the Unified studies ProOram itself. 

Learning Resources Center-- 

. This center was designed as a tool which students of all programs 

could use to develop basic skills. Programs can. refer students to.the 

center, where reading{ machines and a variety of reading materials are 

available; 'and feeding and writing workshops a+e conducted. The center 

staff also conduct workshops within.programs, gearing the reading and 

writing skills workshops to the specific course readings and assignmentà. 

Up to this point the Learning Resources Center has not been fully utilized, 

and its status is now being changed to the equivalent of other school 

programs so that students may contract to do their work at the center for 

a specific Period of time. 

up to now writing workshops conducted  by Peter,Elbow (writing Without 

Teachers) have been more important to the development' of writing skills 

at Evergreen, and his experience was more directly related, to our Unifies' 

Studies Program workshop.. -The philosophy behind writing workshops at 

Evergreen accords with the philosophy of the school as a whole. Writing 

'is a task, not a course for which,, one is graded. it is .important to' get 

writing tasks done as efficiently as possible, and to communicate as dr- 

fectf vrly.as. possible. The effect of,one"s writing on others, the ability 

to accurately oonvs) one's ideas is a primary consideration. In small 



groups students share their writing, and react to that writing, consider 

how well the idea was conveyed and how to convey it more'clearly. Students 

búild trust for other members of their workshop and share in helping each 

other to write effectively. Faculty are trained in wgrkshops where they 

themselves suet write and go through the same sharing of response process. 

In this way the red pencil mentality is reduced, the vulnerability of the 

writer is understood, and feedback op how written communication can be 

improved ii given supportively and constructively. •such practical tasks 

as self-evaluations are completed with group response. As a 'result, work-

shops aré genuinely welcomed by the students as an aid CO their learning, 

not dreaded as ooMpositien courses so often are. Our observation of 

Evergreen's writing workshops will significantly affect the philosophy and 

design of our Unified Studies Program workshops. 

Media Services-- 

The media services center is located next to the library and functions 

as a significant support activity CO all educational programs. A wide 

range of equipment from 3901 cameras to video tape equipment 4s available 

to all students and faculty on a loan basis. There are definite economies 

of scale associated with a large center because a vari,ty of egijment 

can be made available and repair facilities are feasible. The center is 

widely used because of its accessibility and large choice of equipment. 

TV- ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 

Our visit to Evergreen made it clear that a greet deal of admin- • 

istrative support is necessary for a successful program, to free faculty 



tine or planning and teaching. In the Unified Studies Prograa we mu-:t 

take on the duties of administrative staff as well, and so, to get all 

of the other hforaation we needed we hod to talk with a variety of purport 

offices. 

Admissions-- 

The Evergreen State College generally admits students on a first 

come, first serve basis. Students are asked to complete a sup'lerental 

admissions form which asks the student to define his/her goals, how 

Evergreen might not meet them, what adjustments he/she anticipates, re-

actions to evaluations instead of grades, etc. If the completed fore 

indicates that the student does not really understand Evsrgreen's approach 

to la{ñing, the student is asked to rewrite certain parts of the form 

and. to come in for an interview. These students whose forme indicate 

serious skills deficiencies are asked for additional information and re-

commendations. Seventy-five per cent of all applications are accepted 

outright. The supplemental admission form has not proven to have any 

statistical validity as a predictor of success at the school, but it does 

insure that the students have a general understandino of the nature of 

education at Evergreen. We had designed a simiYar application form for 

the Unified Studies Program, but after our visit to Evergreen we decided' 

also to only .210 it supplementally, to be sure that students who applied, 

for the program really understood what it was about. NO decided that there

was no real valtiity to such • form as a criterion for admission to a new

program, and that traditional predictors of college success, such as 

college boards, were not really applicable to non-traditional program. 



we are flaw accepting the first 100 students to apply who have been admitted 

or readmitted to Poston State. 

The Evergreen State College has a 25% per year drop out rate. Most 

of these students drop out because they do not yet have • clear focus, 

and they are generally the younger students. A la.ge number reapply when 

their own goals are clearer. Since we are appealing primarily to students 

who have dropped out and wish to be readtmitted, to students who have 

already been attending school part-time in ACE, and to transfer students, 

all of whom are older than the average freshman, we do not anticipate as 

many drop-outs. The information. from Evergreen confirmed our initial 

hypothesis that these were the students who would be most successful in 

this typ of program. 

we were also interested in what happened to students on the other 

end, as they graduate free Evergreen, since we are often asked whether 

work in Unified Studies will be accepted toward graduate school or jobs. 

So far dpi of these Evergreen graduates seeking jobs were placed in jobs 

that they considered satisfactory. All these 'ho have applied to law 

school or medical school have been accepted and graduate school placements 

have also been high. In general, it is felt at Evergreen that the application 

of knowledge and skills toward the understanding of A particular probler 

is better preparation for advanced work or careers than mast trrdítional 

programs provide. In addition, a student interested in a specific career 

can usually. negotiate a contract for internship in that area, allowing 

for a more specialized preparation than the ordinary student would receive 

Self-motivation and the ability to carry on independent projects are 



valuable qualities in the graduate school or job market. Finallq, a 

transcript rails un of detailed evaluation tornrts giving specific information 

about a student's work is far more valuable in evaluating his/her snit- 

ability far a job or graduate program,than e series of letter•grades. 

Registration-- 

From the registrar tie obtained sample transcripts. Again the value 

of these detailed records in assessing e student's work was emphasized.

The registrar also stressed C. value of flexihilitq in the registration

process so that students can have the option of shifting to different 

program at any point if the present one does riot meet his/her educational 

needs. 

Counseling 

No diagnostic testing is done on new Fvernreen students, although a 

variety of tests are available for those who request them. An orientation 

week is Planned for new students to acquaint them with the campusare with

" the overall academic structure of the school. Coordinate studies Programs 

also have an orientation week, off camrus, and this is seen as rest sin 

nificant to the student's adaptation. The Prograr, grpup is nenerallq the 

center for the 'student's social as well as .caae"ic life, especiallu within

the first year. Counseling services focus on snal1. crop ^pork, twining 

students deal with new stresses and focus their personal educational opals 

more clearly. ,Sore of this function gill the filled hg our Values and goals 

Clarification Workshops. 



We were also interested in t o nuestion of how many evergreen students 

work and how this affects their narticinatior in nrograrts. ever one-t'drd 

of the students work on campus, mostly in Pork. study jn  s. This in a greet 

advantage since work hours can be scheduled to fit Pith other activities an 

work assignments ere generally wade in thé student's are% of  interest. There 

were no figures for off-campus jobs but it roas felt that Post employers 

understood that the rvergreen student's rrogram demanded flexible Marrs and 

were Milling to adjust working Muro, so their off-campus jobs did not can 

filet r(th a student's nroorar. 

Facilities. 

Each Coordinated studies Program is assigned to one area of the librar» 

building. Faculty move to offices within the designated area, an does a 

program secretary .and seminar rooms, lams lecture rooms and open lo nne 

areas ,are all clustered 'ithin the area and reserved for the use of the rrogrem. 

specific roam scheduling is all done within the rrograr' itself. allor•inq com 

plate flexibility as specific program needs arise. But some of the real 

learning takes glass in informal exchannee, for as students and faculty share 

apace then share idenà' meat  and lirraru services are nearby. 

Financial office 

BecauseThe Fvervreen State Collo+e i.s in the Washington State System

it must comply with State accounting procedures. For that reason not much 

was learned that was useful to the Unified ftudies Program. EAch of the

coordinated studies programs is resronsiLle for its o"r budget. Funds ere 

requested by the program, and once allocated they are spent by the program 

faculty within certain state quidelines. 



Administrative Offices

The most interesting thing we discovered from the deans and the

Provost was their vier' of their n.T mle. resonti.ntI" they sew themselves 

aft essistinn in the learning process, as nrxrothino the "ay :y taring care 

of all non learning oriented tasks .so that each "mnrar•conld focus totally, 

on the issue to he tacked. ''oree+ver, all Administrators ,n' the" elves 

is rrovidine an outside listener to whom all program members could go to dis-

cuss problems and conflicts within the "ronrar, an outside arbitrator. Again,

an atmoanhere of trust and supnort with no fear cf re'rinAl Mae necessary 

in order for administrators to effectively Ping this role. And each of our 

discussions with faculty and' students roinfercee the fact ti•At this trust 

did exist,. that an administrator t'as sorreone you could talk to about problems

.with a r+rogrAn, A student, a teacher, without fear of harming the other

nerson. • An interesting+ sideljo't• was that little corpus directed Political 

activity existed at rvernreen, although ,i nu of the students and fecultu 

hod been members of an active onmsition at other schools. Poth students 

and facultu felt that the" held power bad control ov4r their overt of 

the educational nrocess. The serre of corrunitu and coron interest 

was vers strong, ana Political activism man directed off campus, to the 

less enlightened society at larme. 

V - Conclusions

Ts a non traditional college, committed to educational change And 

innovation the lrverireen State College seems to he wnrkine. it Provides 

a model for interdisciplinary education, developing basic cognitive skills 

and drawing on all disciplines in Probing specific nrnl'lers. 



Its aueeess car Le attri`euted: to Many factors in the specific design

Lut also to a more eeneral Philosopha and attitude. Vre aresesaar" in 

Iredienta for a atir'ulrting leorniná •envirenmbnt 'mooed nn this r'-adel seem 

to be flexibiltiu, openness, and a eenuine feelino of cer'junitu 'mom all 

lebrners. Po nntnetiall4 fruitful aonrnach to a problem is rejected because 

it falls outside, of a rreconceived clan, Rod oil learners are encouraooc' 

to see enterers whetg e~ the'i teht find them, to a.'erc their learnine with 

others, to work tog R r to find solutions. This is redicell4 different 

from the comnoarrentalized lo.ºrnire of -*oat schools, where eta4enta, facult", 

and whole departments must ammeter against each other rather th'n su+rin^, 

and coorcratilx ' where the irrediote nnnla are erodes, nromntinns, clams 

orates rather than the stud4 of inrerteet issues and the solution of humps 

35roblema where the learning is oriented towards aismiri{ g specific content 

rater than 1ea;nine processes which can be anrlied in menu different conterts- 

where even at best, there is little cross fertilization or shoring of ideas 

outside of one's cm content sneciolta. Bver'reen 'emirs ^'ith no 'rades, 

no rani•s . no denertrrents, nothing to create' a eivi 'ive and cne"reti tive 

loarninn environment. rut beyond this thi' sc"ooI works actively• toerrr'• 

huidlino a sense of trust and community and cooperative oxnloration. 

:gall Coordinated Ftudies'Prr"rans allow Personal contact are' o sense 

of ¢nuoidentitu, team !wilding activities further develop this eroun 

commitment and even the facilities themselves are arraneed to Provide 

maximum contact and interchange. receuse the nrn'rams are autonomous 

and can .o altered at any time rlthout outside aut orization, stuie44 

and faculty can pursue whatever cuestione arise, so that the eesinn of 



the rrcw reo is organic and grows with the learners themselves. 

re have tried to create this sama,learring envlronnent in the Unified

Studies Prroram, we began with a simiIan model.100 students, five *'cults 

from different raiscinlires focusing on or« unifgira tonic fora tear'?• 

study. we've requested specific teere for nronrrr use, althnuo7 even with 

then our facilities ,e'uld he lose than adeourto. 'e have incornoratef into 

our caesign, base' on the'Fver reen visit, ouch team 'uildino car'-onents 

elf: the retreat end the faculty seminar. Yet we are limited by the specific

«!errands of a Urn litional college. ' e rust give aradee and these grades 

must be for specific credit eouivalencies approved by the individual de 

nartrents rerre'sented in the'ironer. rven if we focus on written oval 

uetion of a student's •e'rk within the Program, the student will not he "boll" 

removed from a cornetitivo ora'ing s rster. mince prior de"artmental annrnval 

must be sought for each studnet's work in credit emuive4enFles, there will 

be little roám.to alter the nrogran as iir+rogreeses, to invesatinate net' 

tangents as they aonear, to adapt the rrr.erar connenentrr to a student's 

needs, to eliminate what doesn't wert••and subsloràts so'ethtna that does. 

"incoe some of our faculty teem merrero are on the '0, account and will only 

be allowed to teach *art tire, we will have to run the program with a

'larger and less cohesive tear of people who mill rot he) able to make the 

same cormitrrent to the Prawn as full. time people.

that these specific rrohlers exist is An in"lcetión Of (Treater 

problwre with regard. to innovation in the school as a whole. and raises 

the e,uestion of whether an exr+erirrental nromrom such as the Unifier' atudier 

Program can succeed and meet its objectives in a non sunoórtive environment. 



It is clear that a philosophy suonortive of change end differences is 

the foundation of Evergreen's success. An atmosphere or trust and oronness 

must exist before any significant educational change con take niece. 

Boston state must redefine its educational services to the community and 

create new ways to (Wives them. The problem is haw to alter tha present 

environment toaupnort new apnroachen to education. 

In our planning of the Unified Studies Program „e  hove consulted nil 

interested representatives of the student body,' the faculty end the ,Amjn-

istration and have received much useful support and•criticism. Bowyer, 

the à"proval' process for a new nroorav, which remuires the vote of in-

numerable committees and entire departments, any one of which could veto 

the entire program, is unwieldy. Tire better spent on substantive program 

planning was used up in this process, and, as approval became the first and 

moat necessary goal, important aspects     of the program had to be modified 

in order to gain that approval. 

P simpler process, perhaps a special projects committee, is needed 

to support the development of new progrsr's at PPC it new prrwrems are to 

exist. 

Evergreen ahans tl.n t at Ieast one ne" approach to education can 

succeed in a lupportive environment. Perha's the Open College projects 

will pave the waç for futther innovation at DsC, 

Materials from the Evergreen State College, including catalog and 
bulletins, sample admission fores, transcripts, evaluations, and the 
Parch 1974 self•atudy report, are available in the Unified studies 
Program Peaource Pile. 
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